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We give examples to show that a k-and-K space need not be normal and that, under MA+lCH, 
a k-and-K, space need not be monotonically normal. We give several sufficient conditions for the 
monotone normality of a k-and-K space which involve local properties, coverings by compact 
sets, and sequential order. Finally, we show that a normal k-and-K space is paracompact. 








In this paper we report on some results we have obtained concerning normality 
in k-spaces with a-locally finite k-networks, i.e. k-and-K spaces. The situation 
among K-spaces generally is that K-spaces need not be normal [29]; and while 
&spaces are trivially regular and Lindelof, they need not be monotonically normal 
[19]. We give parallel examples here for k-and-K spaces (the latter constructed 
under MA+CH) and positive results for some special cases. 
1. Definitions and basic results 
By a space we mean a regular topological space. If X is a space, a family P of 
closed subsets of X is a k-network for X if for every compact set K = X and 
neighborhood U of K, there is a finite P* c P? so that K c IJ 9* c U. 9 is a 
m-network for X if for every convergent sequence Z in X and neighborhood U of 
2, there is a P E 9 so that 2 is eventually in P and P c U. X is an &-space [27] 
if it has a countable k-network. By [17], it is equivalent that X have a countable 
cs-network. X is an K-space [30] if it has a a-locally finite k-network. By [lo], we 
obtain equivalent concepts by replacing ‘locally finite’ by ‘discrete’ and/or replacing 
‘k-network’ by ‘cs-network’. Because points are G,-sets in K-spaces, the ideas of 
k-space and sequential space [15] coincide in this setting. 
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Our first result is the best open covering property that we know to hold in all 
k-and-K spaces. Our proof is an easy modification of a proof [22] which does not 
appear in English translation. 
Theorem 1.1. A k-and-K space X is hereditarily metalindel$ 
Proof. For every n E w, let 9, be a locally finite collection of closed sets in X with 
9, = p,+, so that 9” = IJ,,,, 9, is a cs-network for X. It suffices to show that every 
locally finite family 9 = {F,: LY E I} of closed sets may be expanded ,to a point- 
countable family % = {U,: (Y E I} of open sets. 
For every finite sequence (T of members of w, we define a locally finite family 
9(g) = {F,(a): a E I} of closed sets as follows. For each (Y E 1, F,(0) = F, and 
g(0) = 9. If S(U) has been defined and n E w we will construct 9(a). Let 
P(s) = {P E 9,: P n F,(a) # 0 for only finitely many (Y E I}, 
F,(GG)=U{PECP(G): PnF,(a)#@} (i.e.St(F,(u),6P(G)), 
9(&i) ={F,(&?): (Y E I}. 
One may readily verify that 9(m) is a locally finite family of closed sets. 
Now for every (Y E Z, let 
U, = u {F, ( (T): CT a finite sequence in w}, 
so that 011= {U,: (Y E I} is point-countable. To show that each U, is open, it suffices 
to show that U, is sequentially open. Suppose 2 is a sequence converging to 
x E F,( CT). Let V be a neighborhood of x so that V n F,(a) Z 0 for but finitely 
many /3 E Z, and let n E w and P E 9, so that P c V and Z is eventually in l? 
Since P c F,(s) c U, we conclude that U, is sequentially open. 0 
We will make frequent use of the following definition. 
Definition 1.2. If A is a subset of a space X, then WC X is said to be a sequential 
neighborhood of A if every sequence converging to a member of A is eventually in 
W. 
Theorem 1.3. A normal k-and-K space is paracompact. 
Proof. An K-space is obviously subparacompact [5], so it is enough to show that 
a normal k-and-K space X is collectionwise normal. For this it suffices to show that 
every discrete family {F, (0): (Y E I} of subsets of X has a discrete family {F, (1): (Y E 
I} of sequential neighborhoods. Indeed, using this inductively we find, for each 
n E w, a discrete family {F,(n): (Y E I}, so that letting U, = IJ,,,, F,(n) yields a 
pairwise disjoint collection { U,: (Y E I} of sequentially open, hence open, sets with 
F,(O)c U,. 
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Let {F,: cy E I} be a discrete family of closed sets. Let ??,( n E w) be locally finite 
families of closed sets with 9, c 9’n+1 so that 9’ = U,,, Y’, is a cs-network for X. 
We may further assume that for P E 9, P n F, # 0 for at most one (Y E I. 
For n E w and LY E I, define 
G(n,a)=u{P~9’,: PnF,#0}. 
Using normality, let V( n, a) be a closed neighborhood of F, so that V(n, a) n 
LJ {P E 9, : P n F, = 0) = 0. We will show that if we define 
We = u [G(n, a) n V(n, all, 
then { W,: a E I} is the desired discrete collection of sequential neighborhoods for 
{F,: a E I}. 
To verify that W, is a sequential neighborhood of F,, let 2 be a sequence 
converging to x E F,. Find n E w and a P E 9, so that Z is eventually in P Then 
since P c G( n, a), it is clear that Z is eventually in G( n, a) n V( n, a) c W,. 
Since V(n,(Y)nG(m,p)=Oifcu#pandm~n,itiseasytoseethat{W,:(YE~} 
is pairwise disjoint. So to prove that this family is discrete it is only necessary to 
show that if J c Z, then I_, { W, : a E J} is closed. Let Z = U { W, : a E J} be a sequence 
converging to x. We wish to show that x E U { W,: CY E J}, so we may assume 
x E X\u {F,: CY E J}. In this case we can find an n E w and a P E 9, so that Z is 
eventually in P and P n IJ {F,: a E J} = 0. 
Nowifm~nand(YEJ,thenV(m,(Y)nP=O,sothatPnU{G(m,cx)nV(m,(Y): 
msn, (YEJ}=@ Since Zcu{W,: a~J}=U{G(m,a)nV(m,a): mEW, (YEJ} 
it must be that Z is eventually in lJ { G(m, a) n V(m, a): m < n, a E J} = 
lJ{Pn V(m, a): PE CT,, P n F, # 0, m < n, a E J}. The collections appearing on 
the right side of this last equation are locally finite collections of closed sets, so this 
union is a closed set which contains a tail of Z, and hence x. That is XE 
U{G(m,a)nV(m,a): m<n, a~J}cu{G( m,a)nV(m,a): mew, cu~J}= 
U { W,: a E J}, as desired q 
2. Normality of special k-and-K-spaces 
In this section we give some conditions on a k-and-K space X which allow us 
to prove that X is monotonically normal and hence, since an K-space is clearly 
semistratifiable [7,24], that X is stratifiable [21]. 
The following proposition for normal spaces appears in [6, Theorem 7.D.21. We 
give an alternate proof which carries over to monotonically normal spaces. 
Proposition 2.1. If {X,,: n E o} is an increasing sequence of closed (monotonically) 
normal subspaces of X so that X has the weak topology with respect to {X,: n E w}, 
then X is (monotonically) normal. 
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Proof. Let G, be a (monotone) normality operator for X, so that G,( C, D) A 
G,,(D, C) = 0 for every pair (C, D) of disjoint closed sets in X,. Now let (C, D) be 
a pair of disjoint closed sets in X. Let U, = GO( C n X0, D n X,,), V, = G,J D n X0, 
C n X0), and inductively U,,,, = G,,+,(( C u I?,,) n X,,,,, (D u v,,) n X,,,) and 
V - G,,+,((D u Vn) n X,,+,, (C u l?,,) n X,,,). It is easily verified that G( C, D) = n+, 
U,,,, U, defines a (monotone) normality operator for X. 0 
It is easy to see that a k-space with a o-locally finite k-network ?? = lJnE, g’, has 
the weak topology with respect to the subspaces X, = U,%,, lJ Y’,; further, if the 
members of ?J’ are (monotonically) normal, then the Xn’s are (monotonically) normal 
[28, Theorem 8.21 ([3, Theorem 7.2]), and hence so is X. 
Proposition 2.2. A k-and-K space in which each point has a (monotonically) normal 
sequential neighborhood is (monotonically) normal. 
Proof. Let 9 be a cT-locally finite cs-network for X that is closed under finite 
intersections and let ?i’* = {PE 9: P is (monotonically) normal}. Then 9’” is a 
cs-network for X. To see this, let Z be a sequence converging to x, U a neighbor- 
hood of x, and W a (monotonically) normal sequential neighborhood of x. If 
{P,,: nEW}={PE9:Z is eventually in P} and no P,,c Un W, then pick y,~ 
(fl,,,P,)\(Un W.Th e sequence {y,: n E w} converges to x: for if V is a neighbor- 
hood of x, then for some n E w {y,,,: m 2 n} c P,, c V. But this convergence of 
{y,: n E w} violates the fact that U n W is a sequential neighborhood of x. Thus 
there is a P E 9 so that Z is eventually in P and P c U n W c U; obviously P E 9*. 
Now since a cT-locally finite cs-network is a k-network [18, Theorem 51, the 
remarks following Proposition 2.1 imply that X is (monotonically) normal. 0 
Lemma 2.3. A sequential space X is monotonically normal tf (and only if) there is a 
function G which assigns to each ordered pair (C, D) of disjoint closed subsets of X 
a closed set G( C, D) such that 
(a) G(C, D)n D=0; 
(b) G(C, D) is a sequential neighborhood of C; 
(c) if (C’, D’) is a pair of disjoint closed sets having Cc C’ and D 1 D’, then 
G(C, 0)~ G(C’, D’). 
Proof. Let (C,, D,,) be an ordered pair of disjoint closed sets. Inductively define 
closed sets C, and D, (for n E w) by C,,, = G( C,,, D,) and D,,, = G(D,, C,,,,). It 
is clear that H(C,,, DO) = IJ,,,, C, is a sequentially open set with 
(a) COc H(CO, &)=cl H(CO, Q)c X\U,,, 0, c X\&; 
(b) if (C&, D&) is a pair of disjoint closed sets with C,c CA and D,, 1 D& then 
H(C,, Do) = H(C6, Q,); 
i.e. H is a monotone normality operator for X. q 
It is known that a countable space need not be monotonically normal if it is an 
&-space [ 19,201 or if it is a k-space [ll, 91. However, a countable k-and-K,, space 
is monotonically normal. Indeed, we have the following. 
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Theorem 2.4. A k-and-K space X which admits a a-locally jnite covering by compact 
sets is monotonically normal. 
Proof. Let S=U,,, 9, be a a-locally finite cs-network and let x = lJi,,,, Xi be a 
cT-locally finite covering of compact sets, setting Fi = U 5YP For every (n, i) E w*, let 
P’n,i = {P E 9, : P n F, is compact}. 
For every P E 9”n,i P n F; is a compact metrizable space [31], so we can find a 
collection { B( P, i, j): j E w} of compact subsets of P n Fi which is a quasibase for 
PI-I Ffi 
The compactness of B( P, i,j) permits us to find, for each k E w, a closed neighbor- 
hood V(P,i,j,k) of B(P,i,j) so that V(P,i,j,k)nU{Q~~‘,,,:r+s~S Qn 
B(P, i,j)=0}=0. 
For every x E B( P, i, j) and k E w, we define 
U(x, P, i,j, k)=n{V(P, i, t, k): tsj and XE B(P, i, t)}. 
We wish to find an operator G as in Lemma 2.3, so let (C, D) be a pair of disjoint 
closed sets. Note that if i, k E o and P E IJ,,, 8,,, then C n P n F, is compact, so 
we may let p( C, P, i, k) be the least integer m so that C n P n 
F,CU {NC CA: B(P, i,j)nU {QE yp,,: r+ssk, QnC=0}=0andjsm}. Fur- 
ther, let 
Finally, let 
Clearly G( C, D) n D = 0. Let us check that G( C, D) is a sequential neighborhood 
of C. Let 2 be a sequence converging to x E C, say x E C n Fi (i E w). There is an 
n E w and a PE 69’” so that 2 is eventually in P, P n D =0, and (using the local 
finiteness of Yt,) P n F, is compact, thus P E ?J’+ Since P is closed, x E C n P n Fi, 
and so let j . be the least integer so that x E B(P, i, j) and B(P, i, j) n 
U{Q~pr,s: r+ssn+i, QnC=g}=@ Note that this implies jsp(C,P,i,k). 
Now if lcj and xE B(P,i,l), then xeint V(P,i,l,n+i) and thus XE 
int U(x, P, i, j, n + i) = int W( C, P, i, n + i). Consequently 2 is eventually in P n 
W( C, P, i, n + i) c G( C, II). 
Toward proving that G( C, D) is closed, let us verify that the sets W( C, P, i, k) 
are closed. Indeed, it is clear from the definition of the sets U(x, P, i, j, k) that there 
are at most 2l+P(C,P,i.k) d’ tstinct sets U(x, P, i, j, k) with js p( C, P, i, k), and thus 
W(C, P, i, k) is the union of finitely many closed sets. 
Now suppose 2 is a sequence converging to a point y E X\G( C, D). Assuming 
that y E F,, we can find a p E w and an R E 9?‘, so that R contains a tail of Z, 
R n C = 0, and R n F, is compact. Now since the families Pn,i are locally finite, the 
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set lJkcptq lJ {P n W( C, P, i, k): P E gpn,i, P n D = 0, n + is k} is the union of a 
locally finite collection of closed sets, hence is closed and omits y. It can therefore 
contain but finitely many terms of Z. We claim that 
Rn k_y+qU{PnW(C,P,i,k):PEY,,,PnD=O,n+iSk} 
L 1 =0 
and thus that eventually Z is inX\G( C, D), thereby proving that G( C, D) is closed. 
Indeed, if k 2 p + q, P E ??n,i for some n, i E w, j E w, x E B( P, i, j) n C, and B( P, i, j) n 
u{Q~%,s: r+s~k,QnC=0}=0,thenB(P,i,j)nR=0.Bydefinitionthene)= 
V( P, i, j, k) n R 1 U(x, P, i, j, k) n R. And therefore W( C, P, i, k) n R = 0, which jus- 
tifies the claim. 
We can complete the proof by showing that if C = C’ and D = D’, then G( C, D) c 
G( C’, D’). Let y E G( C, D). Then there is a P E 9,,, for some n, i E w with P n D = 0 
so that y E P n W( C, P, i, k). This in turn implies the existence of an x E B( P, i, j) n C 
for some jsp(C,P,i,k) with B(P,i,j)nU{QE~‘,,:r+s~k, QnC=0}=0 so 
that y E U(x, P, i, j, k). Because x E Pn F, n C’, there is a j’s p(C’, P, i, k) so that 
xEB(P,i,j’)andB(P,i,j’)nU{QE~‘,,~:r+s~k,QnC’=0}=0.Letusconsider 
two cases. 
Case j’s j. Here y E P n U(x, P, i, j, k) c P n U(x, P, i, j’, k) c P n W( C’, P, i, k) c 
G(C’, D’). 
Case jCj’S p(C’,P,i,k). Here yEPnlJ(x,P,i,j,k)cPn W(C’,P,i,k)c 
G( C’, D’). 
This completes the proof. c3 
Corollary 2.5. A regular quotient of a u-compact metric space is M,. 
Proof. Regular quotients of separable metric spaces are precisely the k-and-N, 
spaces [27]. A stratifiable space that is the union of countably many closed metric 
subspaces is M, [16]. 0 
Definition 2.6. A collection $F’ of ordered pairs P = (P,, PJ of subsets of a space X 
with P, c P2 for all PE 9 is called a pair-cs-network for X if for every open set U 
of X and every sequence Z converging to a point of U, there is P E 9 so that P2 c U 
and P, contains a tail of Z. By [12], a space is k-semistratifable [26] if and only if 
X has a u-cushioned pair-cs-network. If S is a subset of a space X, let seq cl S 
denote {x E X: x is the limit of a convergent sequence in S}. We define iterates of 
the operator seq cl inductively as follows; seq cl0 S= S; if (Y is a ordinal, let 
seq cl a+lS = seq cl (seq ~1”s); if (Y is a limit ordinal, let seq cl”S = l_lpca seq ~1’s. 
If X is sequential space, the sequential order [2] of X is the least ordinal (Y so that 
for every subset S of X we have cl S = seq cl*S. (It is well known that a space X 
is sequential if and only if the sequential order of X exists, and in no case is the 
sequential order of a space greater than w,.) We say that sets C and D are sequentially 
separated if D n seq cl C = 0 = C n seq cl D. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let X be a k-semistratifiable space. For every ordered pair (C, D) of 
sequentially separated sets and every n E w, there is a closed set F,,(C, D) so that 
(a) if C c C’ and D =) D’, then F,,(C, D) c F,,(C’, D’); 
(b) D n seq cl Unt, F,(C, D) = 0; 
(c) $2 is a sequence converging to a member of C, then there is an n E w so that 
Z is eventually in F,,( C, D). 
Proof. By [12, Lemma] we may choose a cT-cushioned collection 9 = U,,, 9, of 
subsets of X so that if Z is a sequence converging to x E X and W is a sequential 
neighborhood of x, then there is a (P,, PJ c 9’ so that P2c W and P, contains a 
tail of Z. We may assume that 9, c Y,,+,. Let f be a one-to-one function from w* 
to w. For each pair (C, D) of sequentially separated sets and every n E w, define 
It is easily checked that (a) holds. 
For (b), let Z be a sequence converging to a member of D. We can find a 
(R,, R,) E gj for some j E w so that Z is eventually in R, and R,n C =0, thus 
R,nU{F,,(C, D): n=f(i, k) for some ke w and i’-j} =@. Furthermore, 
clU{F,(C,D): n=f(i,k) for some kEw and i<j}c~lu{P,:(P,,P,)E9~, P2n 
D =@}e X\D. So Z is eventually in X\l._J,,, F,,(C, D). 
We now verify (c) by assuming Z is a sequence converging to a member of C. 
Find (P,, P2) E pj for some j so that 2 is eventually in P, and P2 n D = 0. Find 
(Q,, Q2) E .Yk for some k so that Z is eventually in Q, and Q2n 
~1 U {R,: (RI, R2) E pj> R,n C = 0} = 0. Then Z is eventually in P, n 
91 c Fm,dC, D). 0 
Lemma 2.8. Let X be a k-semistrattfiable space. Let Y be the set of all ordered pairs 
(C, D) of subsets of X so that C is closed and C n seq cl D = 0. Then for every LY < w, 
we may dehne an operator G, from Y to the power set of X so that tf (C, D) E Y then 
(a) G, (C, D) is a sequential neighborhood of C; 
(b) Dnseqcl”G,(C, D)=& 
(c) if (C’, D’) E Y with C c C’ and D 3 D’, then G,( C, D) c G,( C’, D’). 
Proof. Adopting the notation of Lemma 2.7, define for every pair (A, B) of sequen- 
tially separated sets H’(A, B) = U,,, F,(A, B). For (C, D) E Y, define G,( C, D) = 
X\D. Now assume we have defined satisfactory operators Gp for all p < a, and 
that (Y = A + n for a limit ordinal A (possibly 0) and n E w. If A # 0, choose a strictly 
increasing sequence {pk: k E w} with A = sup{&: k E w}. If A = 0, set the & = 0 for 
k E w. 
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If (C, 0) E P’, then H’(D, C) and C are sequentially separated; inductively 
H”‘+l(D, C) and C are sequentially separated, where Hm+l(D, C) = 
H’(H”(D, C), C) for m > 1 and H”(D, C) = D. For every m E w, set 
&(C, D) = F,(C, H”(Q C)) n I-I Gp,(C, H”(Q C)), 
k==im, 
and 
G,(C, D)= U &(C, D). 
mto 
One easily sees that (c) holds. Let us verify (a) by letting 2 be a sequence converging 
to a member of C. By Lemma 2.7 (c), there is an m E w so that 2 is eventually in 
F,,,(C, H”(D, C)) and since the induction hypothesis implies that the 
GPk( C, H”(D, C)) are sequential neighborhoods of C, Z must eventually be in 
&(C, 0)~ G,(C, D). 
We now prove that (b) holds. First let us verify that for each kE w 
[seq clPkG,( C, D)] n H”( D, C) = 0. Indeed, 
seq clpkG,( C, D) = seq clp* 
[ 
IJ E,( C, D) u &(C, D) 
m<k ] useqcl’*[,,,& ] 
= w cl’* myk Fm(C, ff”(Q C>) 
[ I 
u seq clpkGPk (C, H”( 0, C)) 
= m.k F,(C, H”(Q C)) u [X\H”(Q C) 
[ 1 I =X\H"(D,C). It follows that seq clAG,(C, D) n H”(D, C) = [Ukew seq clpkG,(C, D)] n 
H”( D, C) = 0. Since H”‘+‘(D, C) is a sequential neighborhood of H”(D, C), we 
get that seq cl”G, (C, D) n D = seq cl*+“G, (C, D) n D = 0, completing the 
proof. 0 
Theorem 2.9. A k-semistratijable k-space X with sequential order (Y < w, is monotoni- 
cally normal (hence stratifiable). 
Proof. For each pair (C, D) of disjoint closed sets, let G( C, D) = cl Ga( C, D) = 
seq cl”G, (C, D), where G, is given by Lemma 2.8. It is easily verified that G satisfies 
(a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 2.3. 0 
Theorem 2.9 improves the result that a first countable k-semistratifiable space is 
stratifiable [26]. 
3. Examples 
In this section we present an example of a non-normal k-and-K space and, 
assuming Martin’s Axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis, of a 
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k-and-& space that is not monotonically normal. Both of our examples are defined 
by means of a weak base; we adopt the notation of [13]. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a space. A pair (r, 4’) is a weak base for X when r is a 
family of subsets of X and, for every GE r l(G) c G so that 
(a) if G,, Gz~ r with x E l(G,) n l(G,), then there is a G3 E r so that x E 
5(GJ = G3 = G, n G,; 
(b) a subset U of X is open if and only if for each x E U, there is a GE r so 
that XE c(G), Gc U. 
A space with a u-locally finite weak base is said to be g-metrizable [32] and a 
space with a weak base (r, 5) so that for each x E X, {G E r: x E l(G)} is countable 
is said to be weaklyjrst countable. A u-locally finite weak base for X which consists 
of closed sets is a cs-network for X [32, Theorem 1.151 and a weakly first countable 
space is a k-space [l]. In fact, a subset W of a space with a weak base (r, 5) with 
{l(G): G E r} point-countable is a sequential neighborhood of x if and only if there 
is a GEr so that x~l(G)c Gc W. 
Definition 3.2. Let S, [2] denote the space described as follows. The set of S, is 
the collection of all finite sequences in w, the sequence of length zero being denoted 
by 4. If cr~S, and HEW let W(n,a)={(+}u{&i: msn} and l(W(n,a))={(+}. 
Let r = { W( n, CT): CT E S,,,, n E w} and give S,,, the topology induced by the weak base 
(r, C). One can show that S, is zero dimensional. Let mN denote the set of all infinite 
sequences in w. If u E S, and p E S, u wN, we say u c p if p extends CT, i.e. u is a 
truncation of p. 
The following result answers a question of Siwiec [32]. 
Example 3.3. There is a non-normal g-metrizable space. 
Proof. Let X denote the set (S,,, x c) u wN. For every (T E S,, (Y < c, and n E w, let 
W(n, u, a) =‘W(n, u) x {a} and 5( W(n, u, a)) = {(u, a)}. 
Let {Da: cy < c} be the collection of all closed discrete sets in wwI endowed with the 
usual product topology, i.e. the Baire zero-dimensional space of weight w. For every 
u E S,, define 
E(u) = {p E CON: us p} 
and let 
Set 
5( V(u)) = V(u). 
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Let~={W(n,~,~):n~~,u~S,,a<c}u{V(a):a~S,},andgiveXthetopology 
for which (r, C) is a weak base. 
Make the following observations: (a) X is T,; (b) the subspaces S, x {a} are 
open and homeomorphic to S,; (c) for every n E w and (TE S,, the collection 
{ W( n, a, cr): (Y < c} is discrete and thus r is a-discrete. 
We claim that every (a, CJ) has a neighborhood U so that cl U c S, x {a}. For 
let rn be the length of (T (i.e. o = (a(l), u(2), . . . , a(m)) and let 0, = {p,: n E N}. 
Now let U={(T,(Y)ES,X{LY}:(T<~; Vn EN with m+n <length of T, we have 
r( 112 + n) > o,,( m + n)}. Then U is open and D, n cl U = 0. Moreover, if p E w”\ D,, 
then we could find a finite truncation TV S,,, of p so that E(t(p))n D, =0: this 
implies V(t(p))n(S,x{a})=@ 
By this claim, the members of S,,, x c are points of regularity. Since the sets V(a) 
are clopen, the members of We are points of regularity too. 
It remains to show that X is not normal. Let U be any open set in X containing 
the closed set o.J~. For each p E wN, let t(p) be a finite truncation of p so that 
V(t(P))= cf. 
It is easy to check that if u, T E S,, then either V(a) c V(T), V(T) c V(a), or 
V(T) n V(a) = 0 according to whether T< CT, CT< T, or (T and T are incomparable. 
For each maximal (under inclusion) member V of { V( t(p)); p E OJ”} pick a member 
p E wN so that V= V( t(p)) and let D be the subset of OJ~ so chosen. This D is 
closed and discrete in wmr, so we may refer to it as D, for some (Y < c. We also have 
WNC UPED, V(t(p))c u. 
We will show that (4, cz) E cl UpED, V( t(p)). Let N be an open neighborhood of 
(4, cr). We can choose a sequence {(T,: n E w} c S, so that a,, c (T,+,, a, # u,+,, and 
{(a,, (Y): n E w} c N. Let r be the unique member of w” so that for all n a,, s TT, 
and let p < c so that DP = {z-}. Then the sequence {(CT,, p): n E co} must eventually 
be in V( t(n)) c V( t(p)) for some p E 0,. Since ((T,, p) E V( t(p)) implies that 
(a,, a) E V(~(P)), we have iv n UpED= V(~(P)) f 0. 
Consequently, disjoint meighborhoods cannot be found for the disjoint closed 
sets mN and ((4, a): CY < c}. 17 
The following consistent answer to Michael’s question [4,8] of whether a k-and-K, 
space is stratifiable is a variation of an example of [14]. 
Example 3.4 [MA-CCH]. There is a k-and-K, space that is not monotonically 
normal (and hence not stratifiable). 
Proof. In fact our space has a countable weak base. Let us introduce some additional 
notation concerning the space S,. Let JY+ be the family of all subsets U of S, so that 
(a) 4E U; 
(b) T E U implies that there is an n E w so that W( n, T) c U; 
(c) if % E U, then 7 E U and T^m E U for all m 2 n. 
This set is a neighborhood base at 4 in S,,,. If c E S, and U E N+, let a = { 3: T E U} 
and set JY~ = {%: U E Nd}. 
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Let OJ~ be the space of all (infinite) sequences in w, with the usual product topology. 
For every u E S,,, and U E N, let 
C(U)={pE& p 1 n E U for infinitely many n E N}, 
where p r n denotes the truncation of p to a sequence of length n. It is important 
to note that the closed subspaces C(U) of wrm are homeomorphic to the Baire 
zero-dimensional space wN. If UE S,, let 
E(a)={pEw”: asp}. 
For a~&, UEJY~, and f: U+w, define 
D( U,f) = C( U)\U {E(G): 7c U, m Z~(T)}. 
It is clear that D( U,f) is closed in oN. 
Lemma 3.4.1. If CT, r E S,, U E JY, VE ,Ir, and iff: U + w, then D( U,f) is nowhere 
dense in C(V). 
Proof of Lemma. Suppose on the contrary that for some p E C(V) and some 
n E NE(p 1 n) n C(V) = D( U,f). 
We may assume that n is large enough so that {p 1 m : m 2 n} c V. The inclusion 
implies that p E D( U,f) c C(U), so that for some m 2 n we have p 1 m E U. Now 
choose k ~f(p 1 m) so that (m E V, which gives E[m] n D( U,f) = 0. But 
there is a TEC(V) so that (msr, yielding TEE[(~]~C(V)= 
E(p~m)nC(V)cE(pln)nC(V)cD(U,f), a contradiction that concludes the 
proof of the lemma. 0 
Let 0 denote the closed unit interval and P the set of irrationals in I. Index 
N4 x $ = {( U,, pp): /3 < c}. Let 9? be the family of all open sets in the metric space 
0 x (w + 1) which contain P x {w}. Index 
1 (v,@): VE u Nm@:V+LR ={(V,,@,):a<c}. ES, I 
We choose rrO E mN for p < c as follows. For every CY s p V, E JY, for some u E S,, 
so that we may define fa,p: V, + w by 
f~,p(7)=inf{nEW:{pp}x{mE~: m3n}cQP,(7)}. 
Because each of the sets D( V,, fa,p) . 1s nowhere dense in the separable, completely 
metrizable space C( Up), Martin’s axiom [25, Chapter II, exercise 131 allows us to 
choose 
TOE C(4) u WVa,f,,p). \ a=/3 
We now define the space X of our example. Let 
x=(~xs,)u{(Pp,~~):P<c}. 
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We view {( pp, n;~): p < c} as a subset of 0 x wN. Next we give a weak base for X. 
Let {I,: n E w} be a collection of intervals with rational endpoints which constitutes 
a base for the Euclidean topology of 0. 
We assume that 1, = 0. Define 69 = O\IP. For every m, n E w and u E S, let 
B( n, (7) = 1, x W( n, a), 
5(B(n, a)) = (Q i-7 In) x {(+I, 
B(m,n,cr)=Xn[I,x{pES,u~~:~=~,or 35-E W(~,(T)\{(T} 
such that 7 G p}], 
5(B(m, n, a)) = B(m, n, a). 
Let r={B(n,(~):n~~,~~s,}u{B(m,n,(~); m,nEw; a~,!$_} and give X the 
topology for which (r, 5) is a weak base. It is straightforward to verify that X is T,. 
Proposition 3.4.2 [MA]. The space X is regular. 
Proof. Let us first consider the points (pp, arc) for p < c. If N is a neighborhood 
of (pp, ‘irP), then there is an m ~1 so that (~~,~~)~B(m,O,‘irprm)cN. Pick a 
k 2 m so that pp E Ik = (Euclidean) cl Ik = Z,. Then X n [(cl Zk) x {p E S, u OJ~: 
(TV 1 k) G p}] is a closed neighborhood of (pp, r@TTp) which is a subset of 
B(m, 0, ark r m)C N. 
Next we consider points (p, CT) E P’ x S,. For every neighborhood N of (p, a) there 
is an m E w so that (p, u) E B(m, m, a) c N. If k 2 m is chosen so that p E 
Ik = (Euclidean) cl Ik c Im, then Xn[(clI,)x{pES,u6~~:p=u or 37E 
W(k, v)\(u) so that 7~ p}] is a closed neighborhood of (p, ~7) contained in 
B(m, m, v)c N. 
Finally we deal with the points (q, a) E 62 x S,. Let N be an open neighborhood 
of (q, a). We will find a compact interval J c I and a VE JY, so that J x Vc N. 
Find an m E w so that (q, a) E I, x W(m, a) c N; choose a compact interval J with 
qEintrJcJcI,,,, thus Jx W(m,(r)c N. 
To prove the existence of the desired VE JY,,, it now suffices to show that for 
every r E S, so that J x {T} c N, there is an m E w so that J x W( m, T) c N. But this 
follows from the fact that J is compact and the fact that for every r6.l there is a 
k E w so that (r, 7) E Ik x W( k, T) c N. 
For every 7 E V, we define an open neighborhood Q(T) of P X {w} in the metric 
space 0 x (w + 1). Let n(7) be the least member of o so that W(~(T), T) = V and for 
each pE$nJ choose an n(p,T)an(T) SO that (p,T)EB(n(p,T),n(p,T),T)cN 
and p E InCp,rj c int, J. Let 
@(T)=[(i\.f)x(W+l)]U IJ (Z,(,,,x{mEw+l: mZn(p,T)}). 
pePn/ 
Clearly Q(T) E 3. 
The pair (V, @) = ( V,, @,) for some cz < c. 
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Lemma 3.4.2.1 [MA]. There is a V’ E JY~ so that {TV: y s a} n C( V’) = 0. 
Proof. Let P={TE&: VST}. Then (P,<) . IS a non-void C.C.C. (in fact countable) 
partially ordered set. For each -yc (Y let 
H, = {T E P: 3n such that n s length of T and 7(n) > ~r,( n)}. 
It is obvious that ZZ, is dense in (P, s), hence Martin’s axiom gives a compatible 
set GcP so that GnH,#fl for every yc(~. Let p~.w” so that ~<.p for every 
TEG. Let V’={TEP: ~(n)>p(n) for every ~EN}EN~. Moreover, for each -ysa 
there is an n E N so that TT?( n) <p(n); consequently, 7~~ & C( V’) and the lemma is 
proved. q 
We may assume that the V’ given by the lemma is a subset of V. For every TE V 
let n’(~) be the least member of w so that W( n'(7), T) c V’; we necessarily have 
n’(~)~n(~).Ifp~$sothat(p,T)~[($nint,J)xV’],thenlet 
n’(Z’, T) =max(n(Z’, T), n’(T)). 
Recall that Zn(P,7) cintrZ and B(n(p, T), n’(p, T), T)C N. Let 
M=(int,JxV’)u~{B(n(p,T),n’(p,T),T):(p,T)E(PnintoJ)xV’}. 
One easily verifies that M is an open subset of N. We will complete the proof of 
the proposition by proving that cl M = (J x V’) u M c N. 
Lemma 3.4.2.2. If y < c so that ( pv, T?) E ~1 M, then (p,, ~~~ E (J X Cl. V’)) U M. 
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. It is clear that if pvr5 _Z then (p, TT~) g cl M. 
Now if TT? & C( V’) then there is a keN so that for all j> k v,, rj E S,\V’. This 
implies that B(0, 0, TT~ r k) n B(0, 0, T) = 0 for any 7 E V’ of length k or greater, for 
any extension of such a T could not be an extension of rTTy / k. If the length of 
T =j < k, the B(0, 0, T? lj) n B(0, 0, T) = p) unless T = 7~~ 1 k; and B(0, 0, T? 1 (j + 
1))n B(0, n’(p, ry lj), TV lj) =0 unless n’(p, TT~ lj) 2 rY(j+ 1). If, in addition, 
(P,, nTTy) g M, then pv E O\U {ln(p,r,lj): P EPnintrJ, j<k, v,rjE V’, n’(p,vr,rj)< 
ry(j+ l)}, for otherwise (p, rTTy) E U {B(n(p, ry 1 j), n’(p, ry 13, ry r j>: p c P n 
int, Z, j > k, rry 1 j E V’, n’( p, nTTy rj) < nY( j + 1)). We can find an r E w so that pv E 
1, = o\u un~p,?r,l,$ P E P n into .Z, j < k, v, ] j E V’, n’(p, r, 1 k) < rTTy( j + 1)): indeed, 
Since We always have n( p, T) < n'( p, T), this collection of intervals is finite; moreover, 
as these intervals have rational end points, p,, is not a limit point of any I,. Thus 
B(r, 0, =TTy 1 k) nU {B(~(P, nY Yj), n’(p, rr,rj),~,~j):p~~nint,J,j<k,~~rj~ V’, 
n’( p, ~~ 1 j) < ~r,(j + l)} = 0. It follows that if rrY & C( V’) and (p,,, n-,) @ M, then 
B( r, 0, my r k) n M = 0, completing the proof of the lemma. 0 
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It follows immediately from Lemmas 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2 that if y s Q then ( prr ry) E 
cl M\M. We will now show that the same is true for y> (Y. Indeed, if /3 2 (Y and 
(pp,~~)~c1M\M,thenby3.4.2.2pp~Jand~~~C(V’)cC(V)=C(V,).Bythe 
way rrO was chosen we have rrO E C( V,)\D( Vm,fa,p). By the definition of D( VO,fa,p) 
there is a T E V, and m afa,p( 7) so that rrp E E(G); i.e. for some k E N rP 1 k E V, 
and rDTTp( k + 1) ~f~,a( rra 1 k). From the definition of fa,p we get ( ppr rrD( k + 1)) E 
@,(rrp 1 k) = @(vP 1 k). Applying the definition of @, we have pp E I,,(p,rrplkj and 
vp(k+l)zn(p,‘rrprk) for some pE$nJ. Again since T~EC(V’) we must have 
nD(k+l)an’(‘rrprk); consequently ‘rrp(k+l)>max{n(p,‘rrprk), n’(~~lk)}= 
n’(p, rfi 1 k) and thus ( pp, 7rO) E B(n(p, nP 1 k), n’(p, rfi r k), TV 1 k) c M. This estab- 
lishes that no (p, ry) E cl M\M. 
Since into J x V’c M, we certainly have J x V’c cl M. But it is now straightforward 
to check that (J x V’) u M is closed and certainly (J x V’) u M c AJ. This proves 
Proposition 3.4.2. 0 
Proposition 3.4.3 [MA+CH]. 7’he space X is not monotonically normal. 
Proof. We make use of the following lemma, the proof of which we omit. 
Lemma 3.4.3.1. The following are equivalent for a closed set S of a space Y. 
(a) There is an operator G which assigns to each closed set F so that S n F = 0 an 
open set G(F) so that 
(i) SC G(F)ccl G(F)= Y\F; 
(ii) if F’ is a closed set with S n F’ = 0 and F c F’, then G(F) 1 G( F’). 
(b) The set S has a cushioned pair base. 
(c) There is a neighbornet R of Y\S, i.e. for every ZE Y\S, there is an assigned 
neighborhood R(z) of z [23], so that if F is a closed set with F n S = 0, then 
Sn(cll_{R(z): z~F})=0. 
It is obvious that every closed set of a monotonically normal space satisfies the 
conditions of the lemma. We shall show however that the set 0 x (4) of X does not 
satisfy (c). Suppose for sake of argument that OX{+} did satisfy (c). This would 
imply that for every p < c, there is an n(P) EN so that pp E InCp) and if F c 
{(pP, TV): p < c} is closed in X, then (0 x(4)) n (cl lJ {B(n(P), 0, TI-~ 1 n(P)): 
(pp,rfi)~FI)=0. 
We claim that for every p E P 4 E cls,{rO 1 n(P); pp = p}. Indeed if U E N+,, where 
the pair ( U, p) was indexed as ( U,, pp) for some /I < c, then by choice 7rp E C( U,) = 
C(U). It follows that rrO 1 n(P) E U. 
For every p E P, let 
H(P) = {rP 1 n(P): P@ =p>, 
and let (Y(P) be the least ordinal y (which is necessarily not a limit ordinal) so that 
4 c seq cl&H(p). 
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Under Martin’s Axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis, there is an 
(Y < wr so that R, = {p E $: a(p) = a} is of second category in the separable, com- 
pletely metrizable space P’ (with the usual topology). 
It is easy to see that there must be a q+ E Q so that for every neighborhood M of 
q+ we have M n R, is of second category. Further, let r( 4) = 4, J+ = II, and 6( 4) = (Y. 
Assume now that for u = ((T,, . . . , 0;) a finite sequence in w we have given 
(a) a non-limit ordinal 8(u); 
(b) a finite sequence r(u) = (T,, . . . , 7,) (with length ~=length cr) in o and a 
second category subset R, of P so that for all p E R, 6(a) is the least ordinal 
so that 
r(a) E (seq cl ZYG))\H(p); 
(c) a qc E Q so that every O-neighborhood of q. meets R, in a second category set; 
(d) an open interval J, in 0 with rational end points and containing qr 
We proceed as follows. 
In case a((~) > 1. Let {L,: k E w} be a decreasing sequence of open intervals in J, 
with rational endpoints which is a neighborhood base at qr 
Let p E L,n R,. Because r(c) E (seq cl~~‘H(p))\H(p) we can pick, for each 
_--- 
m E w, a j,(p) E w so that T.((T)(~~( p)) E (seq cl ~~‘~‘H( p))\H( p). Choose jot w so 
that Rh = { p E Lo n R,: j,(p) = j,} is of second category in P and set r( 3) = rm. 
Since seq cl~~‘-‘H( p) = Uy~s~~~-I seq cl&H(p), we may define, for every p E Rh, 
y(p) is the least ordinal y (necessarily non-limit) so that ~(2) E seq clg*H(p). Let 
S(a) be the least ordinal y so that Rh = {p E Rho: y(p) = y} is of second category. 
Let k. be the least k E o so that Rh n Lo\ Lk is of second category. Set Rs = R% n 
Lo\ Lb. We may pick qs E Q n L,\cl, Lb whose every neighborhood meets R,--, in 
a second category set, and JT~ an interval with rational endpoints so that qsE 
Js = Lo\&. B 
Having defined j,,-r, T(v~)), 6(a(m-l)), k,_I, and R,m,, we proceed 
inductively. For every p E Lk,_, n R, we choose a j,,,(p) > j,,_, so that 
(seq clan’-’ H(p))\H( p). Pick j, E w so that RLq = {p E Lkvn_, n R,: j,(p) = j,} is 
of second category, and let ~(6%) = a For each p E RLq;, let y(p) be the least 
ordinal y so that 7(s) E seq ~lg~,H(p), and let S(G) be the least ordinal y so 
that R,h={p~ RL%: y(p) = y} is of second category. Let k,,, be the least k E w so 
that Rhn Lk,_,\Lk is of second category and let R,% = RL&n Lk,_,\Lk,,,. Pick 
qa E Q n Lk,_,\c10 Lk, and J,G= Lk,,,_,\Lk,, so as to satisfy (c) and (d). This com- 
pletes the construction for 2% for m E w. We remark that S(m) < 6(a); Jr% c JC; 
(~(62): m E w} converges to T(U) in SW; and every neighborhood of q_ contains 
all but finitely many of the sets J=;;;(m E w). 
In case 6(u) = 1. Choose a sequence { p( a, i): i E OJ} in R, n J, which converges 
to qr For every p E R, we have T(U) E (seq cl,H( p))\H(p), and hence {7rD( 1 + 
length a}: pP = p, T(U) G ro, n(P) = 1 +length a} is unbounded in o. This allows us 
to inductively select for i E w a P(v, i) < c so that pPC+) =~(a, i), ~(a) s TT~~~,~), 
n(P(r, i) = 1 +lengthc, and ~~~~,~,(l +length a) < ~~(,,+,,(l+length (T). 
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Lemma 3.4.3.2. {p( CT, i): 6(a) = 1, i E w} is closed and discrete in P. 
Proof. Suppose {p(~(t), i(t)): t E 0) is a non-constant sequence converging to a 
member of P. Because {p(~, i): i E w} converges to qv E CD, we may assume that the 
a( t)‘s are distinct. If 
T={pES,: ~<a(t) for some tEw}, 
then (T, S) is a tree, i.e. for every p E T {v E T: v =Z p} is well-ordered by 6. 
Now every chain (i.e. branch) of T is finite, for if {pj: j E w} is a strictly increasing 
sequence in T, then {6(p,): j E w} is a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals. 
Moreover, every level of T is finite. Indeed, if T has a infinite level let A be the 
least member of w so that the Ath level is infinite; note that because the 0th level 
of T is {4}, A 2 1. This implies that for an infinite S c w, there is a r E T so that 
~=r(t)r(A-1) for all tES, but ((~(t,))(A)#(g(t~)(A) if t,, &ES. Since 
p(o(t), i(r)) E -&= -&u)~~, {p(a(r), i(r)): 1 E S1 converges to qT This contradiction 
establishes that every level of T is finite. 
K&rig’s infinity lemma now implies that the height of T is finite and thus, since 
its’ levels are finite, we have that T is finite, and thus the set of distinct o( t)‘s is 
finite. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.4.3.3. (0 X (4)) n cl{( pp(V,i), 7rDcV,i,}: 6(c) = 1, i E w} = 0. 
Proof. Let U be any member of JV+. 
Let (p, V)EPX U. IfpkZ{p~(,i,: 6(v) = 1, i E w}, then we can find an m(p) so that 
p E ImCPI c O\{PP,,,i,: s(a) = 1, i E w}. If p =pPCp,,) for some p so that 6(p) = 1 and 
jE w, then let m( p, V) > ro(p,j,( 1 + length V) SO that P E L(p,v) c I\ 
{Pp(u,i): (u, i) f (p,j)}. Consider 
U {B(m(P, v)~ m(P~ v)~ v): P E {pB(c7,i): s(g 
We have that N is an open neighborhood of 0 x (4) and 
N n {(P~(~,~), Taco,& 6(g) = 1, i E WI= 0. 0 
The following lemma gives a contradiction with our chc ce ofthe n(p)‘s for p < c, 
and thus establishes Proposition 3.4.3 and thus Example 3.4. 
)=l, ic Lemma 3.4.3.4. (Ox{~})ncllJ{B(n(/3(~, i)),0,7r,,,i,rn(/3(a; i): S(CT 
w)z0. 
Proof. We prove inductively that for all u for which 6((r) is defined we have 
(k 7(g)) E seq cl’(“)Q, 
where 0 = {(Ppcc,i), 7rpnp(,,,,) 1 n(P(a, 9)): S(g) = 1, ic wlc U {B(n(P(c i), 0, ~P(~~.~I r 
n(p(q i)): 8((T) = 1, iE w}. 
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Now if 6(o) = 1, then since the sequence { ppCV,iI: i E o} = {p(u, i): i E w} converges 
t0 & for all iE 0 T(u)< Tp(r,,i) and n(p(a, i)) = 1 +length a, and since {~~(~,i)(l+ 
length a): i E OJ} is an increasing sequence in w, we get (q,, T(U)) E seq cl Q. 
Let us assume that 6((r) 2 2 and that (qp, 7(p)) E seq clSCp)Q whenever 6(p) < 6(a). 
We have that for every m E w 6(a) < 6((r), so the induction hypothesis implies 
that (qs, ~(6&)) E seq clsCG’Q, and since {qa: m E w} converges to qO in 0 and 
{r(a): m E w} converges to T(U) in S, we get that {qr;, ~(a)): m E w} converges 
to (qo, T(C)) in X, and thus (q, u) E seq cl(u,,, seq clSCum)Q) c 
seq cl(seq clsCu’~lQ) = seq clS’“‘Q. 
By our induction (q,+ 4) E seq cl”“Q = seq cl”Q c cl Q. This finishes the proof 
of Example 3.4. Cl q 
Let M be the separable metric space obtained from the space X of 3.4 by isolating 
the members of Q x S,. Further, for every (T E S, let Y, be a copy of 0 x (w + 1). 
Then it is easy to see that X is the image under a quotient map from MO@,,sw Y, 
in which the fibers have cardinality at most three. Therefore, it is consistent that 
the answer to Arhangel’skii’s question [l, Problem 4.81 be negative. 
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